WHEREAS, The Secretary of the Department of Transportation has requested, pursuant to Sections 212 and 709(b) of The Administrative Code of 1929, approval, in the Office of Multimodal Transportation, to establish the Administrative Office; establish the State Safety Oversight Division in the Bureau of Rail, Freight, Ports, and Waterways; rename the Flight Services/Safety Division in the Bureau of Aviation to the Flight Operations Division; rename the Aviation Business Management and Administration Division in the Bureau of Aviation to the Safety and Licensing Division; rename the Airport Engineering and Planning Division in the Bureau of Aviation to the Engineering and Planning Division; rename the Urban Transit Division in the Bureau of Public Transportation to the Operating Program Management Division; rename the Lottery Transportation Management Division in the Bureau of Public Transportation to the Performance, Compliance, and Safety Division; and rename the Rural and Intercity Transportation Division in the Bureau of Public Transportation to the Planning and Project Delivery Division; Therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That the Secretary of Transportation is hereby granted approval to make the above-mentioned changes; changes shown by (bold); and, be it further

RESOLVED, That the attached organizational chart reflecting the above changes will be submitted to the Legislative Reference Bureau for publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and Pennsylvania Code.
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Bureau of Motor Vehicles
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Bureau of Aviation
   Flight Operations Division
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Bureau of Public Transportation
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